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IntroductionIntroduction
Definition:Definition:
�� Compositionality refers to the evident ability of Compositionality refers to the evident ability of 

humans to humans to represent entities as hierarchies of represent entities as hierarchies of 
partsparts, with these parts themselves being meaningful , with these parts themselves being meaningful 
entities, and being reusable in a nearentities, and being reusable in a near--infinite infinite 
assortment of meaningful combinations.assortment of meaningful combinations.

Intuitions from the definitionIntuitions from the definition
�� Treat objects with tree structuresTreat objects with tree structures
�� Form objects by composition rulesForm objects by composition rules
�� Evaluation candidate objectsEvaluation candidate objects

WhatWhat’’s in this papers in this paper
The purpose of this paperThe purpose of this paper
�� To propose a mathematical formulation of To propose a mathematical formulation of 

compositionalitycompositionality
Tree StructureTree Structure
Composition RulesComposition Rules

�� To devise a probability on the tree structures to promote To devise a probability on the tree structures to promote 
groupinggrouping

Inspired by MDL (Minimum Description Length)Inspired by MDL (Minimum Description Length)
Recursive groupingRecursive grouping

Framework for recognitionFramework for recognition
�� Form an object set, contains all candidate objects (trees)Form an object set, contains all candidate objects (trees)
�� Choose the candidate with the minimum code length Choose the candidate with the minimum code length 

(MDL)/maximum a posteriori (MAP)(MDL)/maximum a posteriori (MAP)
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Composition system of uppercase charactersComposition system of uppercase characters

Object Library Object Library ΩΩ::
�� Each object is represented as a tree such that for each nonEach object is represented as a tree such that for each non--terminal terminal 

node node nn with label with label ll there exists a composition rule under which the there exists a composition rule under which the 
daughters of daughters of nn can bind to form an object of type can bind to form an object of type ll

�� ΩΩ is the is the set of all possible objects (trees).set of all possible objects (trees).

Primitives Primitives TT: : MxMMxM grid pointsgrid points
Labels: Labels: NN={={““AA””,,……, , ““ZZ””}}∪∪{ line, linelet, T{ line, linelet, T--junctions, Ljunctions, L--
junctions, etc.}junctions, etc.}
�� Linelets: Linelets: Composed by two primitivesComposed by two primitives
�� Lines: Lines: Composed by a line/linelet and a primitive Composed by a line/linelet and a primitive 

Composed by two lines/lineletsComposed by two lines/linelets
�� ““TT””, , ““LL”” junctions, etc.junctions, etc.
�� Uppercase charactersUppercase characters

Tree structure of Tree structure of ““TT””

Composition Rules for Linelets and LinesComposition Rules for Linelets and Lines

LineletsLinelets
�� Two points Two points tt11 and and tt22 can group to a linelet can group to a linelet 

if their distance is smaller than the given if their distance is smaller than the given 
radius threshold radius threshold rr

LinesLines
�� Composed by a line/linelet Composed by a line/linelet λλand a point and a point t, t, 

ee1 1 and and ee2 2 are the two points in are the two points in λλ achieve achieve 
the maximum distance. Point the maximum distance. Point t t can be can be 
grouped with grouped with λλif if tt is within the a is within the a ““boundbound””
rectangle with width rectangle with width d+2ld+2l and height 2and height 2ww, , 
where d is the distance from where d is the distance from ee11 to to ee22

�� Composed by two linesComposed by two lines

λ

d+2l

Coding and MDLCoding and MDL
MDL: An optimal interpretation is an assignment MDL: An optimal interpretation is an assignment 
that achieves the minimum total description length.that achieves the minimum total description length.

Example of bits saved of linelet compared to two Example of bits saved of linelet compared to two 
primitivesprimitives
�� Code for each type: Code for each type: loglog22LL,  ,  LL=|=|NN|+||+|TT||
�� Code for each point: Code for each point: 2log2log22MM
�� Code for each primitive: Code for each primitive: loglog22LL+ 2log+ 2log22MM
�� Code for a linelet: Code for a linelet: loglog22LL+ 2log+ 2log22M M + 2log+ 2log22((ππrr22 ))
�� Bits saved:Bits saved: loglog22LL+ 2log+ 2log22M M -- 2log2log22((ππrr22 ) > 0) > 0

( since ( since ππrr2 2 < < MM22 ))

OnOn--line Character line Character -- AlgorithmAlgorithm

Step 1. Build object library Step 1. Build object library ΩΩ
�� The observed primitives are recursively aggregated The observed primitives are recursively aggregated 

into candidate objects under the composition rules.into candidate objects under the composition rules.
�� Some sort of pruning based on the description length Some sort of pruning based on the description length 

is used to reduce the size of candidate objects.is used to reduce the size of candidate objects.

Step 2. Select object from the library Step 2. Select object from the library ΩΩ
�� Choose a subset of from this collection by choosing Choose a subset of from this collection by choosing 

successively the next best labeling (minimal successively the next best labeling (minimal 
description length) among those not been labeled yet, description length) among those not been labeled yet, 
until all the original image is entirely labeled. until all the original image is entirely labeled. 

�� Use greedy algorithm to make the process fast.Use greedy algorithm to make the process fast.
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Labeled Trees Labeled Trees ΘΘ
TT: primitives (terminals): primitives (terminals)
�� {0,1,{0,1,……,255}x{0,1,,255}x{0,1,……,255},255}
�� Continuous/DiscreteContinuous/Discrete

NN: labels/types (non: labels/types (non--terminals)terminals)

ΘΘ: set of labeled trees: set of labeled trees
Each labeled tree is a directed tree graph: Each labeled tree is a directed tree graph: 
�� Planar, finite and connectedPlanar, finite and connected
�� Leaf node: labeled with an element in Leaf node: labeled with an element in TT
�� NonNon--leaf node: labeled with an element in leaf node: labeled with an element in NN

Composition RulesComposition Rules
Not all elements in Not all elements in ΘΘ are objects, objects are are objects, objects are 
distinguished by being consistent with distinguished by being consistent with 
composition rulescomposition rules

Composition rule for label Composition rule for label ll is a pair (is a pair (BBll, , SSll))
BBll::ΘΘ* * �� RRll

�� BBll:: binding functionbinding function
�� SSll: binding support, defines allowable values under the : binding support, defines allowable values under the 

composition.composition.
�� ΘΘ*: set of non*: set of non--empty strings of labeled treesempty strings of labeled trees
�� RRll: : arbitraryarbitrary range spacerange space

Object Set Object Set ΩΩ and Composition Systemand Composition System

The set of objects The set of objects ΩΩ is the closure of is the closure of TT under under 
all composition rules in all composition rules in ΘΘ..

A composition system is defined asA composition system is defined as
�� C = C = { { T, N, T, N, {({(BBll, , SSll)})}ll in Nin N }}

Some propertiesSome properties
��

�� Any language is attainable from a composition systemAny language is attainable from a composition system
�� Can be both contextCan be both context--free and contextfree and context--sensitivesensitive

Example: LExample: L--junction, composition rulejunction, composition rule

Example: LExample: L--junction, Resultjunction, Result Composition System  &                Composition System  &                
Context Free Grammar (CFG)Context Free Grammar (CFG)

If the composition rules depend only on labels of the If the composition rules depend only on labels of the 
constituents, i.e.constituents, i.e.

BBll ((αα11,,……,,ααnn)= ()= (LL((αα11),),……, , LL((ααnn))))
Then it is equivalent to a contextThen it is equivalent to a context--free grammar.free grammar.

Attribute function    Attribute function    AA::ΩΩ��RR,    ,    |A|A((ΩΩ) | < ) | < ∞∞ and and 

If composition rules depend only on attribute values,If composition rules depend only on attribute values,
BBll ((αα11,,……,,ααnn)= )= BBll((AA((αα11),),……, , AA((ααnn))))

Then there is a contextThen there is a context--free grammar that produces the free grammar that produces the 
same object set as the composition system.same object set as the composition system.
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From MDL to MAPFrom MDL to MAP
MDL: MDL: optimal optimal interpretation = minimum description lengthinterpretation = minimum description length
Two way of encodingTwo way of encoding
�� Coding an object based on the code of its children:Coding an object based on the code of its children:

Difficult to identify a sufficient set of attributes that anticiDifficult to identify a sufficient set of attributes that anticipate all possible pate all possible 
compositioncomposition

�� Through probability, start from scratchThrough probability, start from scratch
Recode the constituents in a manner that is natural and particulRecode the constituents in a manner that is natural and particular for the ar for the 
given composition rule.given composition rule.
Though Though probability measureprobability measure

Distribution Distribution PP on on ΩΩ, favors compositions, favors compositions
�� Shannon code length, |Shannon code length, |c(c(ww)| = )| = -- loglog22P(P(ww))

Example of codingExample of coding
�� w = lw = l ((αα,,ββ))
�� Bits saved = |Bits saved = |c(c(ww)|)| –– ||c(c(αα)|)| –– ||c(c(ββ)|=log)|=log22( ( P(P(ww)/(P()/(P(αα)*P()*P(ββ)) ))) )

Technical FoundationTechnical Foundation

From From aaσσ-- algebraalgebra on T  (on T  (σσTT) to a) to aσσ-- algebra algebra 
on on ΘΘ ((��).).
�� Skeleton partitionSkeleton partition

ΩΩ∈∈�� is measurableis measurable

Compositional MeasuresCompositional Measures

Compositional MeasuresCompositional Measures
A probability measure A probability measure P P on on ΩΩ is a compositional is a compositional 
measure ifmeasure if

and   and   QQll << << PPll*, for all *, for all ll∈∈NN
wherewhere
�� Q Q is a probability measure on is a probability measure on TT∪∪NN
�� QQll is a probability measure on is a probability measure on RRll concentrating on concentrating on SSll, for , for 

each each ll∈∈NN
�� PPll*(*(SS)) = P*= P*((αα*: *: BBll((αα*)*)∈∈SS))

CFG CaseCFG Case

When (When (BBll ((αα11,,……,,ααnn)= ()= (LL((αα11),),……, , LL((ααnn))))))
The probability measure is recursively defined asThe probability measure is recursively defined as

Remarks on Compositional MeasureRemarks on Compositional Measure

Neither the existence nor the uniqueness of a Neither the existence nor the uniqueness of a 
compositional measure is guaranteed.compositional measure is guaranteed.
PP((ΩΩ)=1)=1
Bits saved:Bits saved:

�� This can be viewed as the logarithm of a likelihood ratio of twoThis can be viewed as the logarithm of a likelihood ratio of two
measures on measures on ΩΩnn

Recognition: choose the candidates with the maximum Recognition: choose the candidates with the maximum 
probability probability PP
�� Very difficult in calculationVery difficult in calculation
�� Approximation in actual implementations (Huang, Potter)Approximation in actual implementations (Huang, Potter)
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Example 1Example 1

A ContextA Context--Free SystemFree System
�� T={t}, N={S}T={t}, N={S}
�� BBSS((αα*) = 1  if *) = 1  if αα*=t *=t SS��tt

2  if 2  if αα*=(S,S) *=(S,S) ���� SS��SSSS
0  otherwise0  otherwise

�� ProbProb( S( S��SS ) = SS ) = QQSS(2) = (2) = pp
ProbProb( ( SS��tt ) = ) = QQSS(1) = (1) = qq=1=1-- pp

�� If If pp>1/2, there is nonzero probability of producing trees of >1/2, there is nonzero probability of producing trees of 
infiniteinfinite depth, makes depth, makes PP((ΩΩ)<1)<1

�� If p<=1/2, a unique compositional measure If p<=1/2, a unique compositional measure P P exists.exists.

Example 2Example 2

Another kind of nonexistenceAnother kind of nonexistence
�� T={t}, N={S}T={t}, N={S}
�� BBSS((αα*) = 1    for any *) = 1    for any αα**

Binding rules are not sufficiently restrictiveBinding rules are not sufficiently restrictive
�� So So ΩΩ==ΘΘ
�� PPSS*({1}) = *({1}) = ∞∞
�� PP exists only when exists only when PP(t(t)=)=QQ(t(t)=1)=1

Example 3Example 3

A ContextA Context--Sensitive SystemSensitive System
�� T={t}, N={S}T={t}, N={S}
�� BBSS((αα*) = 1    if *) = 1    if αα*=(*=(αα,,ββ),  |),  |αα||=|=|ββ||

00 otherwiseotherwise
�� ΩΩ is the set of balanced trees, the associated is the set of balanced trees, the associated 

language is contextlanguage is context--sensitive (sensitive (Pumping Lemma).Pumping Lemma).
�� A unique compositional measure always exists.A unique compositional measure always exists.

Example 4Example 4

Points, Linelets, and LinesPoints, Linelets, and Lines
Experiments by X. XingExperiments by X. Xing
�� Each rule appended with a formula for Each rule appended with a formula for 

computing the gain of encodingcomputing the gain of encoding
�� Roughly correspond to the negative logarithm Roughly correspond to the negative logarithm 

(Shannon code length)(Shannon code length)
�� Actual gains used are more or less ad hoc, Actual gains used are more or less ad hoc, 

not a probabilistic framework yetnot a probabilistic framework yet
�� Brute force searchBrute force search
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Recognize Scenes from ImagesRecognize Scenes from Images

Scene: a finite collection of objects.Scene: a finite collection of objects.
Set of scenesSet of scenes
ΨΨ==∪∪kk=0=0……∞∞ΩΩkk

ΩΩkk={{={{ww11,,……, , wwkk}: }: wwii∈∈ΩΩ, , ii=1,=1,……,,kk}}
Recognition problem: find the scene given the Recognition problem: find the scene given the 
imageimage
Extend a compositional measure, Extend a compositional measure, P P on on ΩΩ to, a to, a 
distribution distribution DD on the set of sceneson the set of scenes

DD((σσ)) = = ΠΠww∈∈σσPP((σσ))
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DiscussionsDiscussions
Advantages:Advantages:
�� Rich pattern classes (compared to the small number Rich pattern classes (compared to the small number 

of composition rules).of composition rules).
�� Meaningful parametersMeaningful parameters

Problems:Problems:
�� Difficult to get accurate estimations of the prior Difficult to get accurate estimations of the prior 

probabilities, Q and probabilities, Q and QQll. . 
�� The need for an automatic inference/parameter The need for an automatic inference/parameter 

estimation procedure.estimation procedure.
�� More efficient recognition algorithms is needed.More efficient recognition algorithms is needed.


